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Back in Honda was selling EX sport quads as fast and they could make them. It was an
extremely popular machine and it seemed like every body had one. The number one thing on
their minds was to make these Hondas even better. Or, more to the point, how to make them
faster. That was what the Dirt Wheels crew did for a living and an aftermarket pipe was always
the first thing we bolted on to a given quad. We ran each one on a dyno and recorded the
numbers for all to see. You can see a reprint of that famous article below. The information is still
relevant if you happen to own a EX today. So, study the dyno charts and see which one looks
best to you. Also, you should note that some of those companies are no longer in business
today. They do bring back fond memories from our younger days. Polaris 2-Stroke rebuild.
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vanished, ATV manufacturers retreated and the forces of mediocrity and bureaucracy advanced,
threatening to overrun anyone who dared to ride a quad for the pure joy of it. Then, in model
year , that entire era came to a close with the appearance of one ground-breaking machine: the
Honda TRXEX. From that point on, the sport would never be the same. The Honda was a game
changer on several levels. First, it was the first sport ATV in 10 years. Yamaha continued to
make the Banshee and the Blaster during this period, but there was nothing new on the sport
horizon. Bad press and governmental involvement basically scared the industry into hiding. A
big factor was the Consent Decree of The Consumer Product Safety Commission had filed suit
against the ATV industry, using a statistical increase in the number of injuries as evidence that

ATVs were unsafe, particularly for children. In order to resolve this, five ATV manufacturers
signed a page document that held a number of stipulations. Another was that three-wheelers
would give way to four-wheel ATVs. Nothing in the Decree banned sport quads; however, Honda
and Suzuki lost the legal appetite to stay in the market. By , the skies began to clear. The
Consent Decree officially came to an end, but all the manufacturers continued to abide by its
guidelines. Rider education would continue, there would be continued effort to keep underage
riders off adult-sized ATVs and three-wheelers would remain in the past. But, it was time for
sport ATVs to return. For years, racers had been keeping their old Honda and Suzuki
two-strokes alive. Aftermarket chassis had long since replaced the stockers, but the same
motors were being rebuilt over and over. There was a pent-up demand for something new. No
one at Honda was saying it out loud, but it was clear to some inside the company that the next
generation of motorcycle and ATV engines would be four-strokes. Yamaha just introduced the
YZF motorcycle to rave reviews, and Honda had no intention of just making another new
two-stroke motor for an ATV. The logical step would be to use the most appropriate existing
motor to test the waters for a new generation of sport ATVs. Lucky for us, that motor was the
one from the XRR. Prior to that, Honda seemed disinterested in the off-road motorcycle market.
Then, the came along to enthusiastic reviews, and that played a big role in the decision to give
the ATV version a green light. In typical Honda fashion, the TRX motor looked similar, but was
actually very different from the motorcycle powerplant. The swingarm pivot was relocated, the
gears were heavier and even the cases were redesigned. And, of course, it had electric start.
Between the four-stroke powerplant and the electric starter, the new was 20 pounds heavier
than the beloved TRXR, and that might well have spelled the end for the EX right there. In terms
of horsepower, the two machines were about equal. The EX put out The biggest difference was
the width of that powerband. The four-stroke started making power at a lower rpm and finished
at a higher rpmâ€”that made it much easier to ride for the average Joe. The handling was also
vastly improved. The had the benefit of 10 years of aftermarket development. The stock R
frames had long since been retired as suspension and geometry advanced. According to Bruce
Ogilvie, who headed the EX testing team for Honda, the rigidity of the swingarm made the much
faster in whoops compared to its two-stroke ancestor. The machine was basically rolled out of
the warehouse and onto the start line after a professional prep job; they just hoped to finish. As
it turned out, they won, finishing well ahead of their two-stroke adversaries in Class It wins the
Baja In motocross and GNCC racing, however, older two-strokes continue to dominate. Like
Honda, Suzuki used its motorcycle powerplant as the core. Unlike Honda, Suzuki wins a
national motocross title. The war is on. Honda joins in with the TRXR, and the Honda EX
survives in the lineup by keeping its appeal to trail riders and its price well under that of the s. It
gets reverse and new bodywork. There are also suspension upgrades. In the early years, the old
two-strokes were still the preferred race mounts, and in later years, the s took over. There are a
number of hop-ups available, from cams to big-bore kits and stroker cranks. In general, the
Honda responded well to these, but the more power it made, the more it stressed the gearbox
and the clutch. Both would be weak points if the motor was beefed up. Virtually all the big
aftermarket companies make exhaust systems for the Honda. Anything that replaces it will have
the bar set very high indeed. Comments are closed, but trackbacks and pingbacks are open.
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